Glycine modulates the center response of ON type rod-dominant bipolar cells in carp retina.
Effects of glycine on ON type rod-dominant bipolar cells (RBCs) were studied in isolated, superfused carp retina by intracellular recording technique and in carp retinal slice preparation by whole cell recording. Glycine of 4mM hyperpolarized RBCs and potentiated their light responses to large light spots, which was reversed by co-application of 10 microM strychnine. It was further found that illumination of the receptive field surround did not affect the depolarizing center response of RBCs. The above result therefore suggests that glycine modulates the center response of RBCs. Focal application of glycine to either dendrites or axon terminals of RBCs failed to induce any currents in both isolated cell and retinal slice preparations. On the other hand, glycine of 4mM increased the amplitude of the scotopic electroretinographic PIII component, which reflects the activity of rod photoreceptors. It seems likely that modulation by glycine of the RBC center response may be in part ascribed to a consequence of the potentiation of rod responses by glycine.